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•Campus politics

Faculty sena-te otscusses changes to Orono c.am
By Melissa Adams

Staff Writer
The Faculty Senate spent the
majority of its first meeting
Wednesday discussing the University of Maine of the future.
Anita Wihry. director of Institutional Planning,outlined the two
plans currently under development
that will dictate what construction
and renovation will take place on
campus in the near future.
AcLording to Wihry. the Master Plan has three main objectives—
to refocus on the Stillwater River,
to reemphasize the Mall and to
,evitalize the almost uninhabited
West Campus.
Wihry and the committee are
encouraging input and suggestions
from the Faculty Senate, as well
from students, staff, and alumni.
"We see this as a very open
process." she said."We encourage
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people to participate."
She said the committee has already received a lot of input from
groups,as wc1: as urn.ersity classes that study and teach design.
"If there's one thing we
;earned from our discussions,it's
don't tamper with the mall,"
Wihry said.
One ofthe suggestions the committee will work on is making the
university more of a pedestrian
campus. This plan includes several different options, from moving
the main entrance to the university
from the right of Alfond Arena to
in between Alfond and the Tau
Kappa Epsilon house,to removing
and merging several parking lots.
Wihry said the new entrance is
currently in the engineering phas
and has received a lot of positive
response.
One option is to alter or remove
Associate Professor of Agricultural and Resource Econo
mics Stephen Reiling, President of
See FACULTY on page 12
the Faculty Senate.(Adams photo.)

Maine, call boxes provide instant
connection to Public Safety for
those who experience trouble traveling through campus.

One of 11Mainp's PIght rah boxes, this one incatPd behind York
Hall.(Sampson photo.)
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•sos
Writers gather
to raise money

Charlie Chandler, assistant di- aftei the caller hangs up, the time,
rector of Public Safety,said the call date, box number and how
long By Lori Glazier
boxes are designed to give quick the call was is recorded by a
digital Staff Writer
service to people experiencing trou- translation unit, which rmemb
ers
ble at or near one of the eight sights the last 50 calls made.
Across the country, writers and
the call boxes are located.
"The whole process only takes authors joined together on the first
Cubic Communications,the call from six to eight seconds or about
day of fall to raise awareness and
box manufacturer located in Cali- three to four rings," Chandler
said. money in support of Share Our
fornia. has enlarged the solar panels
He said the cellular process of Strength's fight against homelesspowering the boxesso they can func- the boxes brings with it some
type ness. hanger and illiteracy.
tion in Maine winters.Chandler said of interference. Leaves and rain
Share Our Strength. a national
"The size of the boxes has been will absorb the signal to the Unice'
organization,sponsored their firstadjusted to accommodate the re- tower. With the recent bridge conever national reading. titled "Writduction of sunlight Maine gets in struction in Orono, the lines
are ers' Harvest" on Tuesday.
comparison with California," interfered with on the way back
to
The University of Maine did its
Chandler said.
UMaine to ring in at Public Safety. part to contribute to the Harves
t by
He said the boxes are practical"There are two lines to ring on inviting authors from the universily self-powered.Two gel cells pro- instead of one in the case that
one ty community to present works.
vide power to the boxes and light line is already busy,"Chandler said.
Sponsored locally by the camthem at night. These cells get
Bill Stanek, the current ser- pus bookstore, with help from the
power from the enlarged solar pan- vicer and parts connection of
the Maine Review, UMaine hosted the
els (the original panels in Califor- boxes,said the life expectancy of a
program at the Ram's Horn.
nia are one quarter the size of the call box is about 10 years if propBoth faculty and students presentones in Maine).
erly maintained.
ed original works, other author's
"It takes 10 hours for the cells
"Like any piece of electronic, works or a combination of both.
to fully charge from being com- or mechanical equipment.the box"Writers' Harvest is just one of
pletely dead," he said.
es must be maintained.
a variety of things we do," founder
Of the eight boxes on campus.
"Any type of electronic equip- and Executive Director of Share
only the one on Rangeley Road is ment should he maintained twice a Our
Strength Bill Shore said.
inoperative at this time. That box year to ensure all parameters are
The organization "tries to raise
had its door ripped off.
tuned." Stanek said.
money by getting people involved
Chandler said when the door
Chandler said the call boxes at personally through their craft."
on a working box is opened, the UMaine are checked three times
Shore said.
control board on the call box turns each day by him or members
of
At the reading, Diane Genthon and the telephone inside auto- Public Safety.
ner. bookstore coordinator and
matically tells the system a call
He said it takes one phone call Harvest organizer, told the audineeds to be made.
from the malfunctioning call box ence "this is a good way for us to
From there, the system checks to the manufacturer to reprog
ram get together and start off the school
in with the cell site at Unity Cellu- the box, Chandler said.
year, and raise some money for a
lar Systems in Bangor, which in
If the problem is not fixed by good cause."
return authorizes that box to sign this phone call, Chandler said
he
Genthner addressed concerns
on, ringing in at Public Safety.
orders the part from Stanek at people may have about the money
Once at Public Safety, the dis- Stanek Electronics Lab in Conraised from the event not going to
patcher picks up the phone, and
See SOS on page 5
See CALL BOX on page 12
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WorldBriefs

•Australian contest for toughest man now open to women
mb'• King Tut

•Freak accident

Scientists work on King Tut's tomb

Love-sick pilot crashes into house
EDMONTON. Alberta i AP)— A love-sick pilot who buzzed his ex-g irtfriend's
neighborhood for nearly two hours was overwhelmed with emotion but low on fuel
—and crashed into her living mom when the plane's tank ran dry.
"I told him he wasn't welcome in my home:. said the womarts lather as he surveyed
a living room filled with shattered glass and bits of aluminium fuselage on Wednesday. "I
guess this is how he got in...
The woman. Donna Lorenz. cnd her parents fled the house before the crash. which left
pilot Randy Mock with senous skull fractures and facial injuries.
Police evacuated about I 00 people to a shopping mail parking lot as Mock.30.swooped
and dipped a Cessna two-seater in the predawn flight. He stalled the plane several times and
clipped the tap branches of a tree.
A witness. Don Rudko. said Mock casuallv flicked a crgarette bun out his window a few
seconds before crashing.
"I could see the red spark as he tossed it out.- said kutiko. 'I thought this guy must be
Cool Hand Luke. Here he's going to kill himself and he flicks a cigarette out the window."
Police negotiators went to the control tower of the municipal airport tc try to talk Mock
down. He demanded to speak to Ms. Lorenz. who refused.
"I'm almost out of gas. man.'. he told police, who recordeo part of the communication.
"You know nobody take- me senously. There's a lot of,movie asleep down there and it'd
be a disaster if I ran out of gas where I am now '
His engine sputtered. then stalled and he „nicied neatly. into the home's living-room
window
'It was one of chose love things. - said Ms. Lorenz -- brother.

1

•Floods
Hoods kill 32 in France
VAISON-LA-ROMAINE. France t AP) —
cue crews aided by dogs searched Thursday through
mud and debris for survivors from flash floods that
swept through southeastern France. KillInv at least 32 people and leaving towns ravaged.
But there were only slim bones any of the more than 50
neople missing were still alive. .1ficials said.
"It's an indescribable -17igerw. ,?,el Mayor Claude
Haut of Vaison-La-Romaine. Nhere at least 2A people died
when the -ameoivollen Ouyeze River •-ose up to 50 feet to
engulf the ancient town Tuesday
And as the toll mounted. ecologists awl others threatened officials with lawsuits for allowing rania construction
If homes and camping sites n flood zones. Others sato
.deforestation contributed to the flooding.
It was the highest death toll from a storm in France since
October 1958. 'Some areas looked like they.d been bombarded — everything was destroved.'• Interior Minister
Paul crudes said after inspecting the damage and visiting a
ternixwars moreue set up in a gymnasium.
"It was horrible — the little coffins ot 5- ind En-near-01a
children:' he said.

l992

- • Love-sick pilot runs out of gas, crashes into house
• Scientists protecting King Tut's tomb from deteriorating

CAIRO. Egypt I AP) -- Scientists hacked by American money began work on
Wednesday to stop the deterioration of King Tut's tomb and protect its paintings from
the sweat :if tourists.
The small tomb, rather plain as ancient Egyptian tombs go, is famous for two
reasons the treasures it held until its discovery in 1922, and a curse said to afflict anyone
who defiles its sanctity.
'We have to admit that because of Tut's fame, we're paying more attention to it:'
Ibrahim Bake chairman of the Egyptian Antiquities Organization. told reporters in
announcing the project.
The tomb has been closed to the public since 1990. The Getty Conservation Institute of
Manna del Rey. Calif., is paying for the restoration but has been unwilling to predict how.
long it will take or how much it will cost.
Many of the lainal chamber's colorful but roughly drawn paintings are marred by
mysterious black blotches, and some scenes are flaked or cracked. The spots have eaten
through the bright colors, leaving a pox on scenes of Pharaoh Tutankhamen's funeral. a
mummification ritual and King Tut in the presence of underworld gods.
Some experts believe the spots were caused by bacteria from food, flowers and other
organic material buried with the pharaoh in 1323 B.C.
The sarcophagus holds the mummy of King Tut.the only pharaoh left in his tomb among
more thar 60 entombed in the Valley of the Kings opposite present-day Luxor.
Before It was closed. Tut's tomb had as many as 5.000 visitors a day. Humidity levels
soared from tourists' heavy breathing and profuse sweat as they lined up in a narrow tunnel
leading to the burial chamber On bad days the tomb was like a sauna.
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•Contest

Women can now enter
toughest man contest
BRISBANE Australia t AP( — the winner or
:ontest to find the toughest man in the Australian
Outback could now he a woman.
-)enrus Hayes. orgarazer of the Power Brewing Iron Bust.,
,.-ovtinton. says the contest will now he opened to women.
'The women out here can do the name as men. 'hearing.
oarrying and counting sheep. .so we thought we'd give(hem
a go.'he said.
There hasn • been a rush offemale entrants eager to try for
the title and the S3b5 prize money but there otenty of talk
amulet town. he said.
Men and women who do throw their hats ntti the nng will
!ace a ,zrueiine schedule of tests at Blackall in central Queensland state on Oct. 10.
They' have roll a 420-pound bale of wool,climb a tractornailer and hurdle 20 fences. Then these will he what kvals say
is the most important attribute needed to survive in the(hithack
— the ability 'o•trink a hot bottle of beer when the fridge fails

4

•Kidnapping

•Internment camps

Honduran rebels abduct German government
three, hijack plane
discovers mass graves
FEG TOGA LPN. Honduras (AP) — A
former
.-Jonduran rebel abducted three people late
Wednesday and flew them to Honduras aboard
a hijacked
light plane. authorities said.
Costa Rican President Rafael Calderon
said his minister
of public secunty. Luis Fishman. was
taken hostage along
with a Honduran bishop. Luis Alfonso
Santos. and a Honduran police official. Lt. Col. Manuel de
Jesus Luna
Fishman was seized while meeting with
the others ,it a
high school in the Costa Rican capital of
San lose. They.
were forced at gunpoint to drive to the
airport kN here they
hoarded a plane, authorities said,
rhe reason tor Fishman's meeting and the
motives of the
kidnapper were .hroiltleti in mystery, and
neithei Costa
Rican nor Honduran officials were showing
an inclination
to clarify the situation late WedriesdaY

BERLIN(AP)— State officials said WetinesdaY
they had discovered the mass graves of people whe
died in a Soviet internment camp set up in 1945 in the
former East Germany
The Brandenburg state government said an estimated
12,500 people died at the site outside Berlin between the end
of World War II and 1950.
Those imprisooeti hs tire Soviels included Nazis, sio
fleeted Nazis and people who ran afoul of the Stableregime after the war.
"The proportion of older people is relatively.
the state interior ministry said in a statement to the
media
Brandenburg officials added that hunger and disease
weir the main causes of death, hut that "violence isi"sible
in some cases"
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•Missing man

•Housing

Bangor man still i
policc suspcct 4t()Iiii
BANGOR. Maine tAP) — A private
investigator hired by the family of an accountant who was last seen Sept. 16 said he
would not rule out foul play despite police
saying there was no sign of it in the man's
disappearance.
Rodenck N. Hotham, 38, of Bangor. was
reported missing last Friday after his family
said he had failed to keep a number ofappointments and had not been seen for two days.
Hotham's family told police it was uncharacteristic for Hotham to vanish without
saying where he would be, said Sgt. Roy
McKinney, a Bangor detective.
"There's no evidence offoul play at this
point," said McKinney.Hotham has a home
in Bangor but sometimes stayed in a motel
in Veazie, said McKinney. The motel is
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A pri vate investigator hired by Hotham's
family, Tim Leture. said Hotham had reported "many instances of inferred threats
and numerous conversations with individuals stating that immediate harm was in store
for (him) and his family."
"Do not nile out foul play," said Leture.
Leture said the threats were made in the
wake of an FBI investigation and civil litigation over an undisclosed matter. Neither police nor the attorney general's office would
comment on an investigation or court action.
Bill McMullin.spokesman for the FBI in
Boston,said he could not confirm any investigation and that he was not aware of any
criminal court action in which Hotham might
have been involved.
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Sat. Sept. 26th in Hauck Auditorium at 6:30 and
9:15pm Admission: UM Students- 50¢ with 1.D.
All others- $3.00

Habitat for Humanity
starts UMame chapter
By kristi Hallowell
Volunteer Writer
Habitat for Humanity is in the process of
forming a chapter at the Iniversity of Maine
Habitat wasformed in 1976 as an ectimenical, Christian housing ministry. The group
builds houses for people in need, and recipients pay a monthly fee which is put toward
other Habitat projects.
Habitat is not a give-away program. Each
homeowner is required to invest"sweat equity" hours into the construction of their home.
The Bangor chapter has many committees. according to Stewart Doty,ITMaine history professor and vice president ofthe Bangor Habitat chapter.
It selects potential families for houses and
stays in contact after the house is completed to
make sure the families' needs are being met.
Habitat does not accept government money for the construction of new houses, but
does accept funding for acquisition ofstreets,
utilities, lands or old houses needing rehabilitation.
Doty and Fern Steams,a math professor at
IMaine and a member of Habitat, are trying
to start a chapter here on campus.
According to Doty. the Bangor chapter is
looking for UMaine students to support the
efforts of their group ‘.0-0e also working on
some projects of their own.
'We need to make people aware of the
need for better housing," Doty said. "Working with Habitat makes you think about the
problem more than you usually would."

1)oty said lJMaine students are in a great
position to help Habitat, especially with the
fundraising aspect.
Even though I iabitat is a Chnstian housing ministry. Doty said people shouldn't he
concerned with the religious aspect.
"I am a member of Habitat because it
makes my religious beliefs concrete," he said.
"Some people do it for religious reasons.
Others do it just to help people."

Habitat is not a give-away
program. Each home owner
is reqi4red to invest "sweat
equity" hours into the
construction oftheir home.
Am.

The Bangor chapter begins work Saturday on their second house, which is being
built for a Bangor family with two children.
They hope to have the project completed
by February, according to Don.
Habitat has over 650 affiliated projects in
the I Inited States and more than 100 projects
in 33 other countries.
The most famous members of Habitat are
former President Jimmy Carter and his wife
Roslyn. Doty said they have been involved
with tlabitat throughout the southern I Inited
States.
The university chapter will he meeting at
7:30 p.m. Wednesday in the FFA room ofthe
Union. For more information. contact Jen
Cochrane,VOICE coordinator,at 581-1796.

Sun., Sept 27th in Hauck Auditorium at 2 and
6:30pm Admission: UM Students- 50ç w/I.D.
All others- $3.00
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•Shooting

4,Lawsuit

Topsham man dies in
Boy sues for (fix once
from parents; cites abuse shootout at parents'farm
ORLANDO. Fla.(AP) — A I 2-yearold boy headed for court Thetsday in a
precedent-setting bid to "divorce" his
parents, a case some say could either open
a legal Pandora's box or afford kids more
protection from abuse.
Gregory Kingsley. wants to sever ties
with his parents for alkged abuse and
abandonment and be adopted by the foster family he has lived with for nearly a
year.
Circuit Judge Thomas S. Kirk. who
was to hear the case without ajury,decided
in a precedent-setting niling in July that
the boy has as much right to protect his
interests as an adult and could take his
parents to court.
Gregory said his mother gave him
up at age 4 to his father, an abusive
alcoholic.
He said he was abandoned, then lived
in asuccession offoater homes.He said he
haslived with his mother only seven months
in the past eight years.
Rachel and Ralph Kingsley, who are
separated, deny their son's allegations of
abuse. neglect and abandonment. Rut Ralph Kingsley is not contesting the lawsuit
and has said Gregory would he better off
with the foster parents.
M:a. Kingsley asked t.e, have Gregory
ieturned to her after his foster parents,
George and Lizabeth Russ,moved to adopt
him early this year.

"Right when she iOund out that I was
happy and I wanted to stay where I was,
she decided 'Oh, well,1 don't want you to
be adopted so I'm going to try to get you
back,'' Gregory said on ABCs '20-20"
last week.
"I never abused Ion.. ! nevet abaia
dotted him," Mrs. Kingsley said earlier
this week. "l asked for help and placed
him with the state when I couldn't provide
for him. I love him and he helangs with me
and his brothers."
Mrs. Kingsley, 30, a waitress, claims
she now has a stable life in St. Louis with
her other SOPS, ages 8 and 10, and her
fiance.
Jane Carey, Mrs. Kingsley's attorney,
said in July that the boy's lawsuit set a
dangerous precedent.
There has to he a de:i neation between
children and adults." she said. "We're
ehanging the whole system here. (Children) are going to have the ability to sue
over anything."
Children's rights advocaies said a decision in the boy's favor would help open
courtrooms to children who face the prospect of being returned to abusive and neglectful parents.
"It opens the door a little bit wider for
kids to have control ot their lives,especially abused kids," Karen Adams, national
coordinator of the National Child Rights
Alliance, said after the July ruling.
J

DINING SERVICES STUDENT ADVISORY
COMMITTEE
Applications are now being accepted for five committee positions.
Committee responsibilities include meeting for one hour per week
November 2, 1992 through March 31, 1993.
Committee members will be asked to complete several assignments
including secret shopper expeditions, analysis of new food products
and taste tests. Each committee member will be compensated with
S200 of MaineCard Campus Funds, half to be paid November 2,
1992. and January 11, 1993.
The successful candidate should be attending both fall and spring
semesters and he interested in providing constructive ideas for the
improvement of Dining Services.

l'OPSI-1 AM, Maine (AP) — A man
whose mother complained that he threatened her with a gun was shot and killed by
police when he charged at the officers with
a handgun. authonties said.
Richard D. Rogers.49, died at the scene
of the shooting in the farmhouse where he
lived with his parents on the Cathance Road
shortly alter 4 a.m. on Wednesd,,y.
His mother fled from the house earlier in
the morning and called police.saying he had
threatened her with a gun. according to a
statement released by Brian MacMaster,
chief of investigations for the attorney general's office.
Rogers and his 8";-year-oid father were
still inside when officers from the Topsham
police department, Sagadahcic County sheriff's office and the state police arrived. Police
safely removed the father from the house and
isolated Rogers in a room on the second floor.
Officers inside the house were trying to
talk with Rogers through a closed door when
he abruptIs confronted them with a handgun
and threatened to kill them.MacMaster said .
'He bolted out of the door and came at
them.' the investigator added.
When Rogers ignored "several coinmaids" to drop the weapon, two of the
officers shot him, he said. The officers disarmed Rogers as he fell to the floor and tried
to raise the gun at them. MacMaster added.
The police officers who shot Rogers
were identified as Sgt. Herbert Cram of the
state police and Deput . Daniel Reed of the
sheriffs office.
MacMaster said his investigators concluded that no shots were fired at the officers,and it was unclear whether Rogers fired
his gun at all. State Public Safety Depart-

ment spokesman Stephen McCausland said
some shots were fired from inside the house
after the police arnved
"That is what the officers told me at
the
scene — that shots were fired.- McCausland said.
Asked whether there w as ails indica:.
that the officers acted i inprope.rl M aeMaster said:"We haven't seen anything yet that
would lead us to believe that."
MacMaster said his investigators remained a, the scene Wednesday afternoon
and that the investigation would not he completad for several days.
The relationship between the anornev
general's office and the state police has been
strained since the controversial poiice shooting of Katherine Hegarty at her secluded
cabin near Jackman last May.
liegarty was shot and killed by a state
trooper and two Somerset County sheriff's
deputies w•ho stormed her cabin following
reports that she had fired a ntle repeatedly it:
the direction ofsome men su he were camped
near her cabin.
Attorney General Michaei Carpenter
cleared the ofiicers of any crimina! wrongdoing. but strongly urged that the officers'
supervisors take disciplinary action against
them.
None was taken. and the Maine State
Troopers Association subsequently' issued
cards to members advising the troopers to
exercise their right not to talk to anyone hut
their attorney in cases involving death ca
bodily injury .
The union recommended that troopers
can the 'Carpenter warning" card along
with their Miranda cards outlining the nghts
of accused criminals

Be kind to squirrels
on the mall, Max.

SUGARLOAF
SEASON PASS

Committee member selection will he based on a 200 word tor less)
essay titled: "Why I would like to serve on the Dining Services
Student Advisory Committee."
Please send name, address, phone number, and essay to:
Jeff Tauley,
Committee Chair,
Intversity of Maine
do Memorial I nion Retail operations. 5748 Memorial I'nion,
Orono, Maine 04469-5748

Deadline: October 7, 1992

$250 Before 10-1-92
$350 Before 11-1-92
$650 After 11-1-92
Look to our booth at the
Onion starting 9-21. See Bill Nickels Apt. 11
York Village x6898 or Athletic
Ticket Office, Attond Arena.

Ski OW 9 pass and Your Pass is. Paid For.
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Cuba's post embargo problems discussed at luncheon series
By Scott W. St. Clair

Tourism has also brought about a dual
economy,one with pesos and the other with
dollars. In fact, it is illegal for Cubans to
"Report From Cuba: Socialism or possess dollars.
1)eath?" was theme of Mike Howard's lecA major aspect of tourism is in the renoture at the Socialist-Marxist ('ontroversy vation ofold Spanish hotels and the building
series luncheon yesterday.
of new hotels. A major attraction in Cuba is
Howard was introduced as a member of the Tropicana, which ranks along v ith Las
the Marxist-Socialist concentration. He re- Vegas dancing clubs.
cently traveled to Cuba to attend an educaDuring his journey on the island nation.
tional conference and showed the audience Howard came across an organization called
photographs from his trip.
the Federation ofCuban women.This group
He opened by discussing cars. The is trying to change things. Howard said,like
cars in Cuba were American cars up until the salary difference between men and wom1959, when the Cuban Revolution took en — women make about 80 percent of what
place. After the revolution, the cars were men make.
mostly Nissan. Toyota,the Russian Lana
Howard also stopped at a women's prisor German.
on. The women incarcerated at the institu"Another thing you notice coming form tion were there mostly for theft. but a few
Maine is you're dcfinately aware of being were there for political crimes or killing
in a tropical country... The flowers bloom- their husbands. He said,however,there were
ing everywhere, the centers of streets dec- about half as many women there as the
orated with flowers, coconut trees loaded prison could hold.
down," Howard said.
Howard said Cuba has no drug problem,
"Another thing one notices is on the one with only about$3 million in drug traficking
hand the lack of almost any kind of com- last year, which is relatively low compared
mercial advertisting, and then ou the other to the United States. However, he did menhand,a lot of politcal posters that say things tion AIDS is a problem.
"We(Americans) have an influence on
like 'Unity for Socialism,' We will Win.'
the future democritization in Cuba.
and "Socialsim or Death.'"he said.
During his slide show.Howard discussed Howard said.
"We will resist You can help or you can
the shortage of meat in Cuba because of the
trade embargo. but said the people, includ- not help us,but we will resist!" Howard said
he heard one Cuban say
ing children, looked very healthy.
-Only the revolution can save us. but
Many Cubans are redeveloping their
economy in two ways; tourism and bio- only democracy can save the revolution!"
another said.
technology.
Staff Writer

Shate Our Strc gth
a local group.
"This year, especially because of the
economic and political situation,it seems to
he mitring people in different directions. We
need to realize that we are still one country.
It shouldn't matter if it's local or national. as
long as we're helping somebody,- she said.
Among the readers was Profe.!:sor Rill
Whitaker. from the sociology department.
Whitaker is one of the organizers of Maine
Coalition for Food Secunty, a statewide
anti-hunger association.
"I am really concerned about issues of
hunger and homelessness." he said, adding
this was a good opportunity to be a part of
something dealing with these issues.
One of the works Whitaker read was a
sonnet by an unknown authoi
"Basically, what the poem says is that its
important for each person to try to make a
difference," he said.
John Redford. a CMaine sophomore,
said he felt the event was excellent
'1 was thnlled to hear the pieces that
have been read tonight' he said.
The works presented ranged in topics
from homelessness to vampires,the mentally ill to comic pieces.
There were poems. prose, sections from
novels and short stories. The talents of both
students and faculty held the audience captive.
1!Maine student Ciwyne.th Jones sadd she
really enjoyed the program.
"it is good to hear what people on
campus') are writing. I like listening to authors who read their works. It gives El whole
other dimension to what their works are
about," Jones said.
"The readers were very involved in what
they were reading and why,- Constance
Hunting, a crca;;VC' Writing professot. said

Associate Professor of Philosophy Michaf: Howard takes questions during ,
presentation at the Controy.ersy. Se'les on Thursday.(Adams photo.)
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Would like to welcome all students to
it's first meeting of the year on Sat
Sept 26, 7:00 PM Sutton Lounge

from page 1
"The program had a lot of variety. I was
proud to be a part of it," she said.
According to Shore. this year's goal was
to simply lay a foundation for the Writers
Harvest program. With 350 writers involved
nationally, he said the reading "exceeded
OUT wilder' imagination "
He said the organization plans to coritn-. ue with the program
"I was really happy with how the pros-ram went." Genthner said.

11,

We Look Forward To Meeting You!!
Information about RoshHashanah (High Holidays)
services will be a‘ailable at the meeting.
For more information please call 581-1789.
Hillel would like to wish the Jewish communit), a
Happy and Heatthy New 1ear
Jet+-i4-4! Student Organization on Campus

JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD IN ENGLAND AT THE UNIVERSITY OF HULL
So, you think you have put studs abroad on the back burner due to the recession:. Weil, think again.
The University of Hull a fully accredited institution located in the north of F.ngland In one c) the most scenic regions of England,
it is very cential to all maim- points in England and Scotland and lust a tem assal; trom Europe! We are a medium sized University
r7000 studrnts) priding ourselves on the friendk. atmosphere of our campus and the 2.00 honours degree course, ,r1 offer.
:overs rout
We have designed a Junior ..estr Abroad packag: that is sure to beat these hard economic times. £00 or the
tuition, accommodation. round trip flight to England and hack, a complete orientation week, and even a tr T, to Europt!
• Vast selection of courses on offer.
• Classes with Britmls and overseas students.
• Courses transferred with proper credits.
• Accommodation guaranteed to ful! year students.
• U.S. government financial aid applies.
• Full time undergraduate arid graduate programs also
• Term students welcome.
Don't let the recession stop You from pursuing one of the best experiemes •

- verthy lite.(Or

. ayl

For further information write or phone Lisa 11ainai, J1 A Coordisztor, External Relatieust2"-,..—ce. ',rte,r animal Ssaies tlwis ersit•
of Hull, Hull, H116 'MX,*England. Telephone: 011-44-04R2-465258.

THE
,INIVERSITY
OF HULL
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•Budget woes

•
,udget cuts result m smaller staff at Career Center

By Rachel White
Staff Writer
er the last tew years, budget
cuts at the University of Maim.
have effected many people in many
different departments
This time, the cuts have dealt
an especially hard blow to the
UMaine Student Career Center.
Founded 'n 1935 by Philip
Brockway. the Career Center was
basically a plx...-eniznt buieau Finding jobs and matching them with
students was its only function.
Adrian J. Sewall, director of
the Career Center since 1974. explained how the center has grown
to meet the new demands of jobhungry students.
Sewall said that while the Career Center was primarily a "job
matching mechanism.- today its
emphasis is on "self empowerment- — teaching students how to
choose a career, prepare resumes

and conduct interviews.
The center has also implemented a career counseling sera ice.
when students can get advice about
their career decisions and goals. It
also has a program to help advise
students who are interested in attending giaduate school.
More recently.the Career Center has formed the Maine Mentor
program, which uses alumni from
UMaine to help students in similar
fields with advice. internships and
job placement. Currently. 850
alumni participate in the Maine
Mentor Program and many students have benefitted from its reSOW Cr%.

In addition, the Career Center
also has a number of self-help videos dealing with resumes and interviews. along with an extensive
"job library- and computer system.
Over the past three years. the
Career Center has suffered "fairly

sizeable- decreases in budget.
Sewall said. To avoid cutbacks in
services. the Career Center masie a
proposal to the Maine Alumni Association for funding. The funding
w as receiv ed for this sear. but next
year's budget is still unknown.
Because of limited funds. the
Career Center is understaffed.
Sewall compared the staff of 1967
with the staff of 1992.
In 1967 we had six classified
workers and three professionals
serving 4.000students. In 1992. we
have four classified workers and
three professionals serving 12.000.
In a tough economy like this. students need increasing help with job
preparation. as we find more students requesting serxice.we're ha' ing trouble coping.- he said.
Despite the budget problems.
Sew -all rernailis ontimistic about
the future.
"Assistance from employees
has been tremendous.- he said.
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•Space explorer

rETTAIriZiAi
anCI not getting it Anywhere Eise?L'

Adrian Sewall, director of the Career Center. (File phoz.)

PASADENA. Calif. (AP) — When
NASA's Mars Observer spacecraft blasts
off today, it will follow a path marked by
numerous fiascos and some stunning successes in the 32 years of superpower
attempts to reach the Red Planet.
"Sure. I'm going to be nervous," said
Bev an French. scientist in charge
of the
5891 million Mars Observer program
at
NASA."We're all going to be nervous
. But
panicky or worried? No."
Mars Observer is scheduled to
lift off
from Cape Canaveral. Fla. it will
be the first
C.S. spaceship sent toward Mars
since Viking 1 and 2 in 1975. and the
first Mars
mission hy any nation since the
Soviet Union
launched rss o Phobos spacecraft in
1988 and
lost contact with them.
NASA officials have reason to be
edgy.
Mars Observer depends on a
new rocket to
hurl it toward Mars_ h also has
solar panels.
instilment booms arid an antenna
that must
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deploy properly so the spacecraft can map
Martian weather and geology after it starts
orbiting the planet late next year.
Still, NASA's Mars record has been
mostly successful. The agency launched six
Manner spacecraft toward Mars from 1964
to 1971. Mariners 3 and 8 failed. But Manners 4. 6 and 7 made successful picturetaking flybys. In 1971. Mariner 9 reached
Mars and became the first sparer-raft to orbit
another planet.
And Viking I and 2 were wildly successful. collecting 52.000 pictures as they circled Mars. In 1976.the orbiters' two landeia
scooped up and tested Martian soil.
Scientists became excited when initial
tests indicated possible signs of microscopic life. But researchers soon realized they
had observed an unexpected chemical reaction. riot evidence of life.
Before its breakup. the Soviet Union
tried to launch at least 15 and possibly 17
spacecraft toss aid Mars between 1960 and
1988.
Se% en took limited pictures or meas.irements. but "none met their scientific objectives:. said Wes Huntress Jr.. NASA director of solar system exploration.
The other Soviet spacecraft either blew
up during launch, got stranded in Earth

orbit, lost contact with Earth. missed Mars
entirely or crashed on its surface.
-Their big problem is Mars is a year
away and they've had a hard time making
spacecraft last that long." said analyst John
Pike cf the Federation of Amencan Scientists.
The Soviets built quality spacecraft chassis and superiat pfunailsior. systems. N11
their computers, science instruments and
communicauons and guidance sy stems v•cre
poor, Huntress said.
As for the United States' failures. controllers lost contact with Mariner 3 after its
launch in 1964, and in 1971 Manner 8 fell
into the Atlantic ocean.
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•Healthspeak

Panel addresses need for insurance reform
By Jason

rvIcintosh

Volunteer Writer
The nation's health care system is not
providing for people in the best way possible.
and the effects are feit by residents of Maine,
according to Joe Ditre and Susan Hamlett.
The two-person panel spoke at the initial
meeting of the Healthspeak Luncheon Senes, sponsored by Cutler Health Center, at
the Mt morial Union Wednesday .
Ditre, an organizer for Maine People's
Alliance, a local political action group, expressed his concerns about the state's current records of health costs and insurance for
its citizens.
The rising cost of health insurance, Ditre
said, has caused over 10 percent of Maine's
citizens to live totally uninsured. Another
18 to 20 percent are underinsured.
Skyrocketing costs place a burden on
employers who have some obligation to help
finance their employees' insuraace. Presently, a typical manufacturing plant in Maine
can afford only about one-third of a worker's
total insurance costs, according to nitre.
The annual rise of health care costs is 13
percent, three times the general inflation rate
and six dines the state's wage increase rate.
"You're talking about a big problem that
affects a lot of people.- Ditre said.
He saidamong the reasonsfor rising prices
of insorance policies are the administrative
costs insuinnce companies must pay to process information, including occupation, age
and sex. which Dice said are too expensive.
Ditre said he wento:er one company's list

ofc-,cupations it would not sell fuli policies to.
"I was expecting to see things like people who worked with dynamite...instead there
were hairdressers, doctors and lawyers on

Hainlett is a proponentofthis pian's quality.
"It doesn't matter how much money you
have. yew access to care is the same. To me,
there's something immoral aboutone person's

"You're talking about a big problem that affects
a lot of people" Joe Ditre
there,- he said.
Insurance companies are wary of the
latter two careers because of their expertise
in insurance matters, he said. Hairdressers
are included because of the potentially toxic
chemicals they work with daily. Ditre theorized it may also be because of the common
perception that many of them are gay, and
thus have a high risk of contracting AIDS.
The solution, according to Dive., is to
convert the current health care system into a
universal plan with the goal of providing
primary. preventative health care to all citizens equally, with fully comprehensive insurance. The cost would be shared among
all taxpayers, with each person's payments
based on his or her own income.
Susan Hamlett a current Maine resident
who lived for many years in Canada. which
has had a universal health plan since the
'60s. spoke about the plan's benefits from a
first-person perspective.
She said contrary to what may be popular belief about Canadian health care. citizens choose their own doctor,and there is no
real problem waiting for treatment.

health being more valuable than another's, as
seems to be the case in this country.- she said.
Access to specialists is relatively restricted though, according to Hamlett. The

bulk ot; the plan's budget goes toward making sure universal access to general practitioners is provided.
Ditre said that switching to a universal
health plan would not only make for an allaround healthier country. but also save the
government a bundle. According to the New
England Journal of Medicine, the state's
consumers, businesses and government
would save between $506 and S577 million
if a single Maine insurer adopted a universal, comprehensive plan.
For more information on this topic. the
Maine People's Alliance can he contacted at
P.O. Box 2490, Augusta. Maine 04330. •
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41 The commuter blues
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Driving my life away
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Mike Mcl.a..9"^

If you're not a commuter, then you don't know what you're
missing. Here's an example of a typical morning in the life of a
commuter:
7:15 a.m.— As usual, I overslept and am already running behind as I crawl into my car and start the engine. The gas gauge is
reading pretty low, but I don't have time to stop se I'll take my chance
s.
7:25 a.m.—No matter which route I tale to the university. I inevita
bly run into
road construction. At first I think I'll be able to sail right through, but sudden
ly encounter your friend and mine --- the flagger. Every time I see one of
these tanned.
orange-clad flamers I am in awe of the skill and hard work their job require
s. Also. I
am in awe of the fact they are making more money than I am.
7:30 am.— Finally Mr. Flagger turns his sign around to read "Slow
" and graciously motions me as if to show me in what direction to procede.
Gee thanks
buAdy, I forgot where the road is.
7:42 a.m. — After making up some time with my "Dukes of Hazzar
d" style
driving. I run into obstacle number two. This usually involves one
of three vehicles
- a school bus, dump truck or Grandpa and Grandma Jones out for their
morning
joyride. I always seem to come up behind one of these three on
a stretch of hills
and curves, making it impossible to pass.
7:48 a.m. — After taking advantage of my first chance to pass. I
glance into my
rear view mirror to take pride in the trail of dust !. am leaving and am
surprised to
see a different car quickly coming up behind me. This is not just
any car. This one
has a nice pair of flashing blue lights.
7:50 a.in. — Well, the cop didn't seem to care that I was going to
be late for
class and pave me a ticket that is going to cost me $77. I guerz IT, have to
return
my psychology book now.
8:00 a.m.—I have finally reached my destination - almost. As I race
through
campus toward the parking lot I am once again forced to wait, this
time for those
campus residents who dart out in front of cars and stroll across the
crosswalks. The
next person who darts out in front of me will not have to walk to
class. I'll give
them a ride — on my hood!
8:05 a.m. — This is the really fun part - looking for a parking
spot. It's actuall
kind of funny to watch all the drivers turn into "parking lot vulture
s," circling the
lot, ready to pounce on their prey - vacant parking places. As this
ritual goes on
and as I become later and later for class, it tends to become less humoro
us.
8:10 a.m.—Success! I found a place in the field across from the
Maine Center
for the Arts. This is quite convenient since my class is in Little Hall.
"...Taxi!"
8:12 a.m. —Instead of walking directly to Little Hall, I have to
take this huge
detour because of tLe new business building under construction.
Are they evei going to finish that building or what?
8:15 a.m.—Finally the morning drive is over and I have settled
into my seat in
class, where I can catch up on the sleep I missed last night. As
I begin to doze off,
a sudden thought crosses my mind.."Did I leave my lights on?"
Mike McLaughlin is a juniorjournalism majorfrom East Corint
h, Maine about 30 miles away!
2.S. 5 p.m. - Just after finishing typing this column in down at The
Main Campus I went out to my car to find a parking ticket neatly placed on rri:
: windshield It
looks like another book is going back to the bookstore!
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41 Presidential race

e:

Debates are necessaryfbr voters
The refusal of the presidential candidates to compromise on a style of debate
is their way of buying time. Negative
campaigning has begun, with little more
than a month hcfore the election. Television viewers are constantly bombarded
with advertisements and campaign rhetoric. The national party caucuses and regular media coverage were sufficient in their
use of such propaganda.
The candidates are insulting the intelligence ofthe voters by continually skirting the
issues. Chancier flaws in each of the candidateshaveaLre,ady beenexposed Votershave
had time to learn about the men behind the
face ofthe politician. We now need to know
exactly what each presidential candidate is
willing to do. Instead, we are told what
the
opposition supposedly will not do.
A national debate may be our
best
method of testing these men with
direct

questions. If the presidential candidates
continue to refuse to face each other on live
television, more voters will become discouraged. People are already threatening
not to vote at all in the race for president.
In the age of 30-second sound bytes,
we don't have the opportunity to learn
much about political candidates. Watching campaign ads and film profiles pieced
together by Hollywood producers only
gives us an artificial view. Candidates
have failed to draw the line between entertainment and reality.
Making an uneducated choice at the
polls is irresponsible, yet we don't have
much choice.
The candidates should live up to the
challenge beforetimeruns out. Voters need
someconcreteissuesand positionson which
to base their decision for who will lead our
country for the next four years.

•CaiTipus 1-"laiming

Students have needs too
Isn't it special that the University
of
Maine is planning for its future
face-lift?
With a budget already strained to
the
outer limits of oblivion, the
University
Facilities and Campus Planning
Committee has begun looking to formu
late a "cohesive plan" for the next five to ten
years
by taking an inventory of their
needs.
To heck with their needs. What
about
the needs of the student body?
If you've been here for any length
of
time, you understand what the
committee
means by the "cohesive plan"
theory. It
meanstuition goes up another
500,000,000
percent and still you get nothi
ng better
than long lines, had food and not
enough
classes to graduate in four years
(that's
how they sucker you in for more
money).
Instead of thinking of ways to beauti
fy

the campus, the focus should tarn to doing
something useful with the already existing
buildings which are numerous on campus.
Secondly, ti proposal of altering or
removing the Steam Plant parking lot prl)t
ably movingthose parkingspacestotheouter
edges of campus, to make the area more
pedestrian, is typical liMaine thinking.
There's already not enough parking
around here and doing away with or moving them furtherfrom where students need
them is again,a typical idea which always
goes into effect right around the time the
snow falls and you have to walk that extra
10 minutes to get to a class that you've
paid through the nose to attend that is
downright boring as hell!
Don't take iL guys & gals. Let your
opinions be known.
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Responsibility ofstudent jouanalists 11.1 question
To the editor:
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As a one-time campus paper faculty adviser. I've seen student journalsits struggle with
the temptation to go with a shaky story and
with the obligation to present a story in a
balanced way rather than a sensational way
that does real injury in its imbalance.
As a professor who.for a decade,had toface
students who were periodically treated to irresponsible. scurrilous, and defamatory attacks
in the L:SM student paper, knew the discomfort of wondering whether my students had
judged me guilty of some grave wrongdoing.
I had done no wrong, as various faculty
committees, administrators, and. finally a
Federal court confirmed.
It is, therefore, understandable that I am
extremely troubled that The Maine Campus
has not recognized and corrected the numerous

in Ole smear of Prof. Terrance Hughes
and the University Pregnancy Crisis Center
(April 27, 1992).
May I instruct you. identifying your mans'
errors in the process?
Since you could not possibly substantiate
Jennifer Murray's claim that she was called a
murderer "just before the plone went dead in
her hand"— pure melodrama — should you
print that as fact rather than a 'report by a proabortion student who had posed as pregnant to
get something for a story critical of the Center? Should not that dramatic opener he given
some precise context somewhere in the story
After being deceived for weeks a student bent upon smearing the Center and him,
was it not understandable that Prof. Hughes
would he reluctant to discuss the Center or to
be represented by anything but his own woids,
unaltered':

Did you, writer check whether or not it is
customary for pregnancy counselling centers
and clinics, whether recommmending abortions or not, to advertise as the UPCC did - a
check that might well have revealed that the
Cutler Health Center nurse's claim ot "misrepresentation" reflected only her bias"
Why did the eeporter repeatedly embrace
the opinions of Nurse Morkom of the Cutler
Health Center when her bias is shouted forth
in every word.
Did your wi iter check out the false claim
that the Hughes' had adopted children of women who came to the t'PCC? Obviously' not.
If you were going to talk with Ruth Lockhart, a former Cutler !, taffer. and credit her
rush to conclusion that the Center had "rattied" Murray , why did you not note that the
Mabel Wadsworth center recommends abortions so was another Competitior of the L:PCC
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To the Editor:
This is an open letter to the students,faculty and staff of the University of Maine.
Starting on Sept. 28. 1992, every Mondas
during the noon hour I wilt be standing on the
sidewalk in frontofthe student union building
displaying enlarged photographs of human
beings before and after abortion.
I will be doing this on my own time as 3
Scientist,asa Christian,and as an American. As
a Scientist,!know that human beings are created
at the moment of our conception, rune months
before we are born. As a Christian,I believe that
we are created in the image arid likeness ofGod
and that our Creator commands us,'Thou shalt
not kill!"Asan American,I uphold ourfounding

national charter. the Declaration of Independence. which declares that all of us "are created
equal- and "endowed by our Creator with an
unalienable Right to Life."
le making my witness. I will he acting
merely as a sign post holding up the photographs. The human beings displayed in the
photographs will be making their own appeal
to you for justice and mercy far more eloquently than anything I could say or do. For
me,this will be an hour of prayer and fasting.
I welcome anyone who would stand with me,
but I will be doing this even if! stand alone —
especially if I stand alone.
Sincerely,
Terence J. Hughes

VS.
maimommi

as well as ot its parent center in Bangor?
Why' did The Maine Campus article. 27
column inches, not get around to raising any
question (like half an inch?) about Murray's
holesale deceit and gross and cynical abuse
of the trust, generosity, and concern of the
UPCC volunteers - over a period of weeks'
The only excuses l' ve heard are that the
story. came in late in the semester and that
there was some reluctance about using it.
Pretty damned lame. I'd say. The excuse
that Hughes' detaiie.d letter was too long and
came after he had offered a letter that did not
answer the article is equally lame
The bottom line. Sirs and Mesdames.is tht
the press obligations are to be responsible and
fair. You weren't, simply.
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y
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Group should refocus
place for religious beliefs

•W.A.R

To the Editor:

Would you please forward the following
message to W.A.R.?
I deeply appreciate the psychic energy
which your posters and letters have thus far
generated. Reader response has cleared the
air. may I join your war against old world
belief structures to the extent of pointing you
to the very root of rape. sexism, racism and
cruelty to animals:
I was often told in Sunday school and church
that animals don't have soul; God created man
in "His"own image;everything else(including
Eve)was made for man's use and enjoyment of
life. Whaddya think o' them apples'
Your war should he against the Book on
which ye olde world order is founded. Even

drunk
racism started when Abraham wasfound
and
and naked by his dark-skinned son(Ham),
he
to Cl
cursed Ham hence has descendants also
FEAR
slave. That book even encourages us to
(Luke
(Proverbs 1:7). and HATE our sisters
d by
confuse
so
is
society
wonder
24:26). No
verJames
King
arian
authorit
the rapacious,
m"
"wisdo
of
sion of the book
put
WAR..take off your brass knuckles;
the
by
up
ce
ignoran
pull
truth,
on the gloves of
Great
The
field;
growing
roots... and level the
loveGardener is ready with the seeds of the
Eagle
Little
weed.
seers'
arid-peace plant dishhere channeling through the glad-mad
washer of Bangor...

To the Editor:

Recently, the introductory biology class
was taught that homologous structures (e.g.
bird wings and whale flippers indicate that
classes of organisms were not individually
designed The reason (?) given was that such
homologies are,by definition,composed ofthe
same structural components. Apparently if organisms were individually designed. without
common ancestry. each would have unique.
non-homologouscomponents.I disagreed.and
inferred that absence ofGod was insinuated,as
ous design is apparently not no to
Vaimore Vardarois homolog
nt creator.
Barigor standard for an intellige
While it is reasonable to ask if homologies
than 250 words.
suggestcommon ancestry.it is not necessary to
Letters to the Editor should be no longer
Hall.
Lord
apply naturalistic theology to the question. We
Campus Suite 7A
Letters may be sent to The Maine
all have presuppositions. Mine is that a Holy
edit all submissions
The Maine Campus reserves the right to
(10d ong 92:! macle all things good.hut recon-

for length, taste and libel.

ciled self-willed people to Himselfthrough the
nc,arnation,sacrifice,and resurrection of Jesus
Christ. the Son of the tnnitanan Godhead.
Neither this belief nor that of scientific naturalism needs to he brought into biology.
Scientific truth hinges upon material
cause established by empirical obsersafion, scientific theory upon acceptance of
evidences. Neither hinges upon speculation
of why God might have done tnings in a
certain manner
Presupposing God's existence. we darken
His counsel with such speculation, or else
submit to Hic sovereign ways and are reconciled. If this is not one's presupposition. God,
by any name needn't he mentioned at all,only
considered to he faced.
Todd Hurd
Deering Hall
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Your Daily
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By Cari Paul
by Bill Watterson
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:Sociable. persuasive and charming. you're able
to get exactly wha; you want from others
without leaving a trail of anger and resentment in your wake! Known for your good
judgement, you have no trouble seeing things
from another's perspective and are able to
anticipate their unspoken needs.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): Breaking
free of youreveryday routine could put you in
the right place at the righttime to connect with
a new mmantic prospect or add new spark to
a current bond.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): A s ery
physical influence pervades your chart now.
Expending energy running. dancing or shooting a few hoops leaves you feeling uplifted and
exhilarated! Avoid confined spaces; the great
outdoors is your natural element today!
GEMIINI(May 21 - June 20): A longterm view of personal relationships keeps
everything in perspective. Verbal confrontations cloud everyone's emotional skies for
days to come. Simply smile at anyone who
tries to push your emotional hot button.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Your
ability to learn from the experience of others
i. higidigtard. A "mind over mattcr" approach is uselPss as it flies in the face of
reality. Flexible thinking helps you adjust to
new information.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Your energy
and enthusiasm allow you to out-work and
out-think the competition, but not without a
struggle. It will take patience to carefully plot

your moves and wait until the time is right to
put them into action.
VIRGO(Aug.23- Sept. 22): Your ability
to reach a secret goal or find a solution to a
personal problem is enhanced! Fade into the
background.tune in to yourintuitions and subtly
maneuver the situation to your advantage
LIBRA(Sept23- Oct22):Your tzlent for
.-ommunication makes good things happen at
work. school or home EstaNish priorities.
cope with immediate essentials and he realistic

about what you can and cannot do today.
SCORPIO(Oct.23- Nov.21):ROW with
the current of events and let time work for
you! A confidential tip is sure to pay oft Act
on it. Romantic in,tincts are right on target.
An experienced friend offers useful advice on
a problem in your personal life.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
You'll need to communicate clearly and plan
carefully to avoid misunderstandings. You're
apt to have second thoughts about important
;natters. Suspend iudgenient about a difficult
co-worker for the time being
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 191: A
!roubled friend can't see past his own pmblems and will try to use eve!) waking minute
of your time to deal with them. You have other
demands on you;time and have to draw the
line somewhere.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Rushing after short-term gains can impair your
long-term ambitions. Boredom is a threat to
your peace of mind.causing you to make rash
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EntertainmentPages

By Carl Paul

Doonesbur)

BY GARRY 1RUDEAU

For Saturday, September 26
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDA1': A
sense of harmony is vital to your emotional
and physical well-being, and you'll go to
am lengths to make your environment as
calm and agreeable as possible. You're interested in workable solutions, not in conflict or "winning- an argument.
ARIES(March 21 -April 19):The New
Moon in Libra gives your words on business
matters the persuasive impact they seemed
to Iasi: earlier in the week. You may be
tempted to make some extravagant purchases. hut make sure it's something you need
more than want.
TAURUS(April 20- May 20): A talent
for compromise with family members,friends
and neighbors sparkles during Saturn's influence. Take the practical financial measures
you's e been planning for the past year.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): The power
of lose recreates the attraction that c...-ew couples together. Twins in long-term relationships have more experience and are quick to
anticipate their lover's needs!
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Faill11.S
rnorie issues turn in your favor,as the MercurerSaturn trine heralds a cycle of prosmity
and heightened intellectual skills! A loan
you ve been seeking could come through now.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Freedom of
movement is restored by the Lunar influence
on Libra. This is a wonderful time to explore
new interests or unusual philosophies. You
could conunit to long-distance travel plans at
some point during the winter months.
VIRGO(Aug. 23- Sept. 22): Take advantage ofa sudden opportunity.This chance
wdl only come once and just for a short time
- move fast! You're at your best working
alone. without direct supervision. Your creaus ity must he given free reign!
LIBRA (Sept.23- Oct.22):There is the
possibility of an intense attraction to someone who is very differen: from you. Get
involved only if you're willing to adapt and
change.otherwise it may become a constant
battle of wills.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov. 21): Family
members are divided by generation during
the influence of Sattu-n. This aspect favors
maturity- and older relatives will have useful
information to share.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Loner tendencies surface over the course of
your day . keep your thoughts to yourself.
Secrets shared now become well-circulated
gossip,even if you only tell someone y c'u're
sure you can trust.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): A
warm astrological aspect promotes happy
vibrations with all those you come in contact
with. Make the most of the cooperative
spirit by joining f000es with friends and
family.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20- Feb.18): TravcI
is highlighted. This is especially true for
Water bearers considering a move to a new
location. You're ready for a change and this
is a great time to make a fresh start in a new
area.
PISCES(Feb. 19- March XI): Written
communication is the only sure method of
getting your ideas and instructions across to
others now. People Just aren't listening. If
you must give instructions verbally, repeat
Yourself as many times as necessary to get
our point across'
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
Dolls sounds
6 Famous seven
10 Kind of test
14 Cremona
artisan
IS Lhasa cleric
16 City in Bergen
County. N I
17 Panan'anian

62

"at ----..
64 3ne ol Alcor! s
'Little Women
6S Astronau7 Sally

itS Attu natives
20 Lima Mine

bird
57 Decorative knob
65 Prophet
69 Lassos
66 Everglades

m Tots
45 Modern
need
46 Tuck's partner
40 Shade tree
SO Put more powder
into a musket
52 Norman town
54 Balt or N Y C
S? Flatterer pr
sycophant

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

To bring a correction to our attention. contact the Editor at 911 1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 12 p.m.. or stop by the ofTice in
the basement of Lord Hall.
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1 Large parrot
2 Soap plant
3 Frenci- rim
director
4 Thine
Arles
Nobelist Isaac
Bashevis -6 Blackboard
7 Industrialist
C yrus -I Cupid
Small Chinese
boat
10 Water plants
1 Made venal
12 Ws Cantor
13 Dt as a light
21 Halt' at sea
22 Cnoose
24 Cornered
27 Kinds
211 Religious

27
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MOO MOO 13000
000 000110 130010
MOO 000E0 0000
000000030000
000
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00000s 0 T000000
0000 000
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0000 00000 00013
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00000000000000
000 000 M00
BM01300000000,
denomination
Ou00 00000 MOOG 20 Oil gp
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or hand
DOM 0000 000

Corrections
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Dash

52 ',3!.0.2!!s! Edwin

43 Foot part

10 Jot
111 Chickpea. e g
20 Avocado
23 Like Willie
Wink*
24 Level

.„
,

60 S,C,kan resort

29 WaShing.On 5 tirr
30 Con s opposite
3ilmpulse
34 Short distance
37 Provide meals
3,Ga
thorougMare
42 Ziti or orzo
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creator

13 Rue relatives
as Stumble

36 Yet to Yeats
30 Saroyan hero
40 Medieval goblet
41 Prepare peas
47 Flineurs
40 Emulate 47
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iiria

50 Weight
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M Nobelist V'siesei
s3 A facial cleanser
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Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4205656(75c each minute).

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-9OG-72Z-3063 to talk 1-on-I with a profet;sional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and r-ompatability, work, money, career,
relationships. family.
Not a tape or computer message Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.9 per minute, which is billed
Call
to your telephone The first minute is FREE You must be 18 or older.
today — 1-900-728-3038.
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Faculty senate

from page 1

the Steam Plant parking lot in order to reem- much talked about connector building which
phasize the StAlwater River. Wihry said the would link the Memorial Union and the Maine
river, which used to be the center of campus, Center for the Arts Wihry said $3 million of
is "vastly underutilized."
the $6 million needed to build the structure is
As far as new buildings are concerned, currently in hand; $2 million from a bond
Wihry said the emphasis will be more on issue and almost $1 million raised.
building renovation than on new construcWhile it has been in the planning stagesfor
tion. Two new buildings are, however, close "almost a decade," Wihry said "It is our hope
to becoming realities,she said. The first is the we will see this con,e to fruition in the next
Center for the Study of Performing Arts, the few years."

JOIN
A

Win fling Tradition

the journalism department, combined with a
move by the music department to their new
building, would leave Loud Hall vacant.
"Lord Hall will become vacant within the
next five years," she said.
Wihry said the space left by the geology
department move, Boardman Hall, is tentatively assigned to Civil Engineering and possibly Mechanical Engineering.
Plans for the currently vacant Corbett,
Dunn. Hannibal Hamlin and Jak Halls are
also being discussed.
Wihry said the university would like to turn
Dunn Hall into a full-scale conference center,
with the first floor of Corbett going to university-related pmgams such as human resources. Oak Hall has also been suggested as a
possible site for student administrative offices
to take the pressure off the Union.
Nlv'ihry said it would take a few million to
renovate the donns and make them handicap
accessible, but it would be far less a price than
building an entirely new structure.

According to Wihry, a new geology
building,which would be located near tiie Sawyer building, is also close to groundbreaking.
No other university-funded buildings are
in the works. Wihry said. She did say,howev er, there has been talk of privately funded
buildings such as a visitor's center for the
Alumni Association,a new planetarium and a
building fen the An Department.
"All those might be remote possibilities in
the next few years," she said.
Instead of building new snuctures. Wihry
cope with spar requests
said the university
by utilizing empty buildings.
The soon-to-be-vacant Business Administration building — South Stevens Hall — has
already been promised to the College of Social
and Behavioral Sciences. A possible move by

SAFETY
FIRST
Discover the opportunities in joining
The New National Sorority
Sigma Kappa!
New Opportunities for women to ...
Attain leadership skills
Develop lasting friendships
Participate in campus and social activities
Increase one's potential for learning

Information Meeting
Monday. October 5, 7:00 pm
Bangor Lounge
Memorial Union

BUY CONDOMS
BY MAIL
Discrete Packaging. Great Value.
condoms are produced in the USA to re
standa rds of quality and strength as
set by the Food ano Drug Administration
Rigorous controls are applied during all
phases of manufacture with each condom
being electrcrr.:ally tested to ensure consume, protecbon, irrJudes non oxynol-9
Order Now
4E9!

Send check or money order to

FORTRESS SUPPLY,INC.
99 Main Sheet, Mineola, NY 11501
Please rush in plain package
= 25 Condoms
50 Conciorns

$1395

Name

For more information, contact
Christine Sherrod 581-8442

ePlus S2.°a Pdstag6 and hancging. $9-95
Addrss
State
Zip
Visa or Mester Card Orders Cali 1-800-578-5363
City

24 Hours 7 Dees A Week

Bring

a Friend and Join Us!
a

Call box

from page 1

necticut, the closest representative of Cubic
Communications.
"limed has made a strong commitment to
make this service work. They don't want to be
assndated with an emergency service like
this if it doesn't work," Chandler said.
Stanek said he has been working on the call
bases on a regular basis at UMaine since July.
He said one reason the boxes are having a
little difficultly is because cellular systems
are so new to this area of Maine.
'The cellular system in Connecticut has
been fine tuned and has all the bugs out of it
because it has been around for a lot longer,"
Stanek said.
Stanek said the list price for a call box is
about $4,500,but the state gets a discount and
many of the taxes don't apply.
Chandler said UMaine pays about $4,000
for the call box,with the addition ofa $10each
month for the celiular service, plus any necessary service calls.
"If the box is running good you don't need
to call California. and the box is solar powered," Chandler said.
Chandler and Stanek both said the eighth
box will be fixed as soon as the parts arrive.
"It all depends on the shipping time arid
whether or not the part is in stock."Stanek said.

Good Bikes Cheap
save
T
1991 jarnis Exile
$349.00
1 f$145
1992 Timberline
$389.00
\\
1992 GT Outpost
$289.00
1992 GT Pantera
$525.00
36A Main St. Orono 8b6-3525
1992 GT Taiera
$335.00
7
.1 save •2.,
11991 17.5" jamis Dakar Sport $749.00 Full XT V150,?

ose Bike

1

ANEW

Ask about Monday 8/14' Friday Rides
Hours: Mon. 9-5

Tues.-Thurs. 9-7

Fri. 9-5

Sat.94

Closed Sunda

)er 25, 1992
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• Men's soccer returns home Friday, Sunday
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rtsNews

• A took at the UMaine field hockey team
• UMaine Athlete of the Week- Lesa Densmore

The Campus]•UMaine Men's Soccer
Sports Ticker Men's soccer team homeward bound
By Chris Castellano
Sports Writer
UMaine men's hockey Coach Shawn
Walsh will meet with prospective members ofthe Blue Line Clot; Monday night
at 8:00 at Alfond Arena,
The Blue Line Club is a newly-formed
group of 200 UMaine students that will
provide a raucous cheering section at
UMaine hockey games. Coach Walsh
says he hopes the group will be similar to
the famous Duke University basketball
fans that have gained national attention
for their support of their teams.
Anyone interested in joining the Blue
Line Club is invited to attend the Monday
meeting. If more than 200 students attend. a lottery will be held to determine
the members of the club.

After begrining the season playing five
of its first six games on the road,the University of Maine men's soccer team returns

home to plav North Atlantic Conference foe
Drexel liniversity Friday.
The Black Bears fared well away from
home, winning two of four games played
including a tie against the University of
Rhode Island.

Season thus far:
Stu Davis: 4-1
Chad Finn: 2-3
Chris Castellano: 4-1
Colleen Ryan: 3-2
Weekly Guest: 4-1
This Week's Picks:
Pro: San Francisco @ New Orleans
Finn: 49ers, 24-10
Castellano: 4-)ers, 24-21
Ryan: Saints, 24-17
Guest. Tim Hopley: Saints, 23-17
Minnesota @ Cinncinati
Finn: Bengals, 35-20
Castellano: Bengals, 17-10
Ryan: Vikings, 14-7
Hopley: Vikings, 21-17
Atlanta @ ChicagG
Finn: Bears, 28-21
Castellano: Bears, 17-14
Ryan: Falcons, 21-14
Hopley: Falcons, 17-14
College: Richmond @ Rhode Island
Finn: Spiders, 38-17
Castellano: Rams, 13-7
Ryan: Spiders, 35-28
Hopley: Spiders, 78-27
Connecticut @ Northeastern
Finn: Northeastern, 37-10
Castellano: UConn, 31-17
Ryan: 1.1Conn, 24-23
Hopley: UConn,21-20

NEW YORK (AP) — lift Nletcalf,
who scored all four touchdowns in Cleveland's 28-16 victory over the Los Angeles Raiders Sunday, was named AFC
offensive player of the week.
Defensive tackle Cortez Kennedy of
Seattle earned defensive honors. In the
NFC,wide receiver Michael Irvin of Dallas and linebacker Johnny Holland of
Green Bay won the player honors.
Kennedy had three sacks and forced
two fumbles as the Seahawks beat New
England 10-6.

An unidentified 'aThe player in earlier action against Husson.(Kiesow photo)

"The games were a learning experience
for us," Coach Jim Dyer said. "We learned
something new each game we played and
are making improvements."
UMaine now returns home for a sixgame,three-week homestand in whicn they
play NAC foes Drexel University, the University of Delaware and the Universi*y of
Vermont.
For the Black Bears to have a successful
homestand, they need the excellent play of
their first-year players to continue.
So far this season,Forward Jake Ouimet
has tallied five goals and added an assist for
eleven points, and "running mate" Mike
Dunphy has chipped in with a goal and three
assists for 5 points.
"The guys have been playing extremely
well," Dyer said.-They have stepped in well
and make a nice combination."
One concern of Dyer's, however, is the
lack of game experience that took its toll in
UMaine's 4-2 loss to Boston University.
-The lack of experience showed a bit in
the BU game," Dyer said. "We've put that
game behind us and overall we're growing
as a team."
Entering Friday's contest against the
Black Bears, Drexel has a record of 1-4-1
overall, 0-0 in NAC pay. The Dragons
picked up their lone win against St.
Josephs(PA)College 5-3.
The Dragons are lead by senior tri-captain Chris Binckley (2 goals in 1991) and
keeper Rune Helgeland (9-7-1, 1.13 gaa. in
'91).
"I'm looking for some good competitive
games from both Drexel and Delaware,"
Dyer said. "Drexel has a rich soccer tradition going for them."
After playing the Dragons,the Blue Hens
of the University of Delaware will travel to
Orono to take on UMaine. Delaware comes
in with an 0-3 overall record with Sunday's
match-up versus the Black Bears being their
first NAC game of the season.
Sec SOCCER on page 14
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•NHL

•UMaine Field Hockey

Field hockey squad looks to
bad on last season's success
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Last season, new field hockey Coach
Terry Kix brought a youthful enthusiasm
and a hard-working persona to a University
of Maine team that had struggled since winning the ECAC Championship in 1986.
What resulted was an improved, if not
spectacular,9-7-I overall mark,including a
1-4-1 record in the North Atlantic Conference, and more importantly, hope for the
future.
This season,Kix's club looks to improve
year's mark, and it seems they have
last
on
have
the personnel to do so. Although they
Bears'
started out 1992 1-3-1. the Black
losses have come on the road against very
talented opponents
I'Maine dropped contests to #12-ranked

Rheaume shines
for Tampa Bay

Ohio State University (4-0 on September
12)and #I5 James Madison University (31 September 13)before picking up their first
victory of the season against Hofstra University (3-0) last Saturday.
Leading the charge thus far for the Black
Bears has been senior co-captain forward
Lesa Densmore. Densmore has tallied three
goals this season, all in the victory over
Hofstra. She is UMaine's leading returning
scorer from 1991, having tallied nine goals
and two assists last season.
Junior Cheryl Bonnell provides firepower
at the forward position. as does sophomore
Jen Stinchcomb. First-year performers Jody
Castonguay.Dori Flewelling,Shelley Landry and former Black Bear basketball standout Carrie Goodhue provide needed depth.
Sophomore Michelle Galin. who has

"1AM PA,Fla.(AP)— Manon k heaume
made some history,then made the roster of
the Tampa Bay Lightning's top farm team.
The 20-year-old French Canadian became the first woman to compete in one of
the four major pro sports leagues Wednesday night when she was the starting goaltender in the expansion team's exhibition
game against the St. Louis Blues.
She shrugged off the historical significance of the occasion, rejected seven of
nine shots she faced in 20 minutes and said
she plans to continue pursuit of her dream
in the Lightning's minor league system.
"It's not important to me to be the first
woman to play in the NHL.I didn't come
here to do that. I came because I love
hockey," Rheaume said. "If I didn't try, I
wouldn't know what I could do."
Tampa Bay general manager Phil Es-

Sec FIELD HOCKEY on page 14

See RHEAUME on page 14
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Field Hockey

from page 13

TMaine Athlete ofthe Week

scored tire teams' only other goal this seaYoungsters Kate Molnar. Jenny V auson, is the leeder of the midfield group that tour. Katie Geesaman and Amy Morrell
includes sophomore Tammy Barrows (cur- appear to bright stars in the Black Bears'
rently battling a knee injury) and newcom- future.
ers Margaret Henrick. and Wendy DuBois.
Meanwhile. 1991 NAC Rookie-of-theDefensively, hard-working senior back Year Mary Lou Winstel continues to shine
Dawn Strout returns to anchor an experi- in the Black Bear net, posting her first two
enced unit. Junior Gretchen Lahey will also shutouts of the young season last week
see significant playing time,as will Barrows against Hofstra and C.W Post (a 0-0 tie)
when she is healthy. A surprise last season, Backine up Winstel is first-year netmil
walk-on Kate Steele provides depth. as do Marti Kane.
redshirt first-year players Kristen Phaneuf
The Black Bears make their home
(who is recovering from knee surgery), Ro- Saturday against Colgate at 11:00 in the first
sanne Foster and Sandy Smith.
of six straight home games for the squad.

Rheaume

Lesa Densmore
Senior
Forward
Field Hockey

from page 13

posito rated her perft -mance "a7 1/2" and net 14 minutes later.
said the club
to give Rheaume a
In between goals. Rheaume was steady
chance to develop as a player with the team's and made one save that brought the crowd to
Atlanta minor league affiliate.
its feet — stopping Nelson Emerson from
"I can't wait to see her in training camp point-blank r.1r.g? on a power play by dropnext year.The question is how much can she ping to the ice and blocking the puck with
progress," Esposito said. "1 think she can her left leg.
play. I really do."
She left after the first period with the
Rheaume led the Lightning onto the ice score 2-2 and was replaced by Wendell
to a standing ovation from the crowd of Young, who finished the game won by St.
8,223 in Florida State Fairgrounds Expo Louis 6-4.
Hall. which seats just over 10,000.
"I was very nervous. I didn't think about
She made her first save 40 seconds into being the first woman.I thought about doing
the game. Jeff Brown scored from just in- my best and concentrating on the puck."
side the blue line at 2:21 and Brendan Shana- Rheaume said, adding that she plans to achan knocked the puck in from in front of the cept the offer to play in the minors

Geddy's and Cheepo's aren't the only
place to have a good time,try a Black
Bear sporting ev.ent this vveekend.

Lesa Densnicsre is the University of.
Maine A:hlete ofthe Week
The senior co-captain of the UMaine
field hockey team had a fabulous offensive game Saturday vers-,L,s Hofstra.
Densmorescored all three Black Bear goals
in the 3-0 victory, the first win of the
season for the squad.
She tallied he first score off a Michelle Gallan assist with 12:34 left in the first
half. Densmore scored her next two goals
unassisted, both from the inside circle, at
10:46 in the first and 32:26 of the second.

respectively. She now has 18 goals in her
career at UMaine.
Densmore is ri native ofGwrdiner, ME..
and was an Ali-State selection in field hockey, basketball and softball in 1989 while
claiming the Gardiner High School Athlete
of the Year award_
Ed Now: The LiMaine Athlete of the
Week is selected by the sports staff of the
Maine Cainpu3. Other finalists included
Mary Lou Winstel(field hockey),Jake Outmet (men's soccer), Kenny Squires (football) and Jen Goldstein (women's tennis).

Men's Soccer

from page

"Delaware is a NAC newcomer who
exhibits a lot of team patience," Dyer said.
"They're a young,competitive team whose
record is a bit deceiving."
Black Bear Notes:
• Coming into Friday's game against
Drexel, the Black Bears have two of the
three top scorers in the NAC.

Leading the way is Ouimet with a leaguebest eleven points while Dunphy is third
with five.
• Black Be ir goalkeeper Seh
D'Appolonia had his scoreless string of 28
minutes come to an end when he gave up
four goals to the Terriers of Boston University last Sunday.

FIRST ANNUAL
UMAINE 4-ON-4
VOLLEYBALL
CHALLENGE!
DAIL:
Sunday,Sept 27
REGISTRATION:
8am
PLACE:
Field House

205 NORTH MAIN STREET, BREWER, ME 04412
TEL. 989-4424
BY APPOINTMENT
OR WALK-INS WELCOME

STUDENT DISCOUNTS EVERYDAY
THERE IS AN OPEN DIVISION AND A RECREATION
DIVISION.

WE OFFER
PAUL MITCHELL & JOICO
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS

A $25 ENTRANCE FEE. PRIZES AWARDED
FOR MORE INFO OR PRE-REGISTRATION
CALL RICK ANGELL AT 866-5857.
sponsored by
n'S 'or
,Si P._ A ••114.1-4."
ad s‘i ip, v .a...asuar a a a %Pr 1•14111111 r..,

W 11ST TM 711-7.' WS es WPWvIST

I

VOLLEYBALL

HUURS
MONDAY: 8:00-5:00
TUESDAY-FRIDAY: 8:00-8:00
SATURDAY: 9:00-3:00 )

CLUB
LISA HARRIAMN. OWNER
& CERTIFIED PAUL MITCHEL ASSOCIATE
L

t)er 25. 1992
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Bipster hits tenth straight; Eldred continues to roll
Orioles 4, Blue Jays 3
Mike Devereaux reclaimed his reputation w ith the bases loaded just in time to
keep the Baltimore Orioles on the outskirts
of the AL East race.
Devereaux.who popped out with the bases
loaded to end a 4-3 loss to the Toronto Blue
Jays in Tuesday night's series opener, hit a
three-run double in the third inning Wednesday night to lead the Orioles to a 4-1 victory.
"Getting a win tonight definitely takes
some of the sting out of last night's loss."
said Devereaux,13for 24 with 38 ofhis teamleading 105 RBIs with the bases loaded.
Baltimore prevented Jack Morris from
winning his 20th game and closed within
five games of the Blue Jays, whose magic
number remained at seven. Second-place
Milwaukee closed within 3 1/2 games by
beating California 3-0
Arthur Rhodes (6-5) allowed four hits
in 8 1-1 innings as the Orioles won for the
sixth time in 16 games. He walked five and
struck out seven in his first victory since
Aug. 29 Gregg Olson finished for hi! 34th
save in 41 chances.
Devereaux gave the Orioles a 3-0 lead in
the third when he doubled off the left field
wall on Morris' 0-2 pitch.

help wanted
Wanted: Re,. • • ole persons to
become phonathon associates.
Excellent pay, on campus,
telemarketing experience helpful,
not necessary will train right
individuals Workstudy and norworkstudy positions. Apply now at
Crossland Alumni Center
I Students wanted to promote
weekend trips to Montreal. Skiing
and whitewater rafting also available. Call Collect (514)861-3335.
EMERGENCY! Expanding company
needs hardworking reliable students
to mall our diet brochures from
home/Dorm. Earn up to $200 PT or
$1,000 FT Employees Needed
Immediately! For job application
send Self-addressed stamped
envelope: Colossal Marketing,
Employee Processing, PO Box
291140 Port Orange, FL 32129
,
$252.50 sell 50 funny, college T.
shirts & make $252.50. No financial obligation. A risk free program
Avg sales time 4-6 hours. Choose
from 13 designs. For more info.
call free 1-800-733-3265.
Attractive male and female
wanted for exotic dancing serious
inquiries only Exotica 947-4406.
Campus Reps Wanted Heatwave
Vacations Spring Break 1993 The
best rates and the biggest commissions for more information, call
800-395-WAVE.

Baltimore added a run in the fourth on Leo
Gomez's two-out double and Toronto scored
in the fifth on Alfredo Griffin's RBI single.

Brewers 3, Ange:s 0
In Milwaukee, rookie Cal Eldred (10-1)
won his ninth consecutive game as the Brewers closed within 3 1/2 games of Toronto
with 10 games left.
Eldred (10-1) pitched a four-hitter.
Milwaukee scored in the first off Jim
Abbott (7-15) on Robin Yount's RBI double. Darryl Hamilton added an RBI single in
the fourth and Kevin Seltzer singled in a run
in the eighth

Indians 7, Red Sox 3
In Boston, Albert Belle hit his 32nd
homer and Glenallen Hill added his 18th in
a five-run fourth inning and Charles Nagy
won his third consecutive start.
Scott Taylor (0-1) held Cleveland hitless
through three innings in his first start in the
majors, but was knocked cut when Belle hit a
two-run drive and Hill added a three-mn shot.
Nagy (16-10) lost his bid for his fourth
shutout with one out in the seventh on Mo
Vaughn'; 13th homer. He allowed seven
hits, struck out seven and walked none in
eight innings.

Travel Free! Sell the most reliable
spring break packages! Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida! Best
commissions/service! Call 1-300426-7710.
Figure Skating Instructors
wanted Call Betty at 581- 1 103.

miscellaneous
LSAT-GMAT-MCAT-GRE

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question
1-800-KAP-TEST
ADOPTION. Loving couple wish to
share our lives with a newborn
Call Joyce/Jerry: 1-800-831-0187.
Paintball pl;.yers wanted. Trying
to start a club for weekends, call
581-8020
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience, replace 7ippers, hemming,
etc, Will pick up + deliver. Call
Jeanne 827-5115.
SCHOLARSHIPS-Every student
eligible. Student Scholarship
Services, 1323 S. State Rd 7, #424,
N. Laud, FL 33068
Complete Workout avail start

Oct. step aerobics 1st wk. free.
Exper. instructor 15/mo. Catching
Rays 827-2456.
Catching Rays Old Town 8272456 1 MO. unlim. tan $35/12 tans
$30 1 ma. unlim. tan & fitness $45.
Gorgeous male and female exotic
dancers for birthdays special
occasions & parties call Exotica
94774406.

Expos 5, Pirates

first grand slam by an Expo this season.
Jeff Fassero (8-6) pitched a scoreless
inning for the win after John Wetteland
struck out seven Pirates in three innings.
"They bea• us the first game in Pittsbu.-gh last week and we battled back to win
the second," said Barry Bonds."Their backs
are aga;nst the wall, not ours."

Just because catching the Pittsburgh Pirates for the NL East title is going to be
difficult doesn't mean the Montreal Expos
are giving up.
The Expos breathed some new life into
their flickering hopes Wednesday night
when Moises Alou hit a 14th-inning grand Reds 3, Dodgers 0
slam to give Montreal a 5-1 victory over
Bip Roberts led off the game with a
the Pirates.
"I can't give up, and I don't think anyone single to tie a National League record with
else is on this team," Alou said after the Expos his 10th consecutive hit and scored the
cut the margin to six games with 10 to play, game's first run, then ended h;s streak with
a bouncer back to the mound as Cincinnati
leaving the Pirates' magic number at five.
"It's possible, but mighty unlikely," won in Los Angeles.
Roberts drew a walk from Pedro Astacio
Montreal's Deline DeShields said of his
team's chances. "I don't see them falling (4-4)in the third inning before his streak ended
apart. They haven't done it all year, so why in the fifth.
would they give in now?"
Rangers 5,'Mins 3
But the Expos aren't giving in, either.
In Arlington,Texas,Kevin Brownjoined
DeShields, hitless in five previous athats, lined a pitch by reliever Roger Mason Chicago's Jack McDowell as the AL's onk
(5-7) for a triple to open the bottom of the 20-game winners and Rafael Palmeiro hit a
14th.Spike Owen drew a walk and DeShields two-run homer for Texas.
Brown(20-10)pitched his Ilth complete
held third as Marquis Grissom bounced out
allowing three runs,one earned and 10
game.
was
then
intentionsecond.
Larry
Walker
to
hits.
He
struck out nine and walked one.
bringing
up
Alou.
ally walked,
Trombley (2-2) gave up four runs
Mike
outfielder
hit
Mason's
first
The rookie
and
eight
hits in five innings.
pitchjust inside the left field foul pole for the

Looking for two roommates to
share house in Old Town starting
ASAP $220 includes all but phone
call early before 9 am or after 10
827-3694.
F Roommate wanted to share
apartment 2 mi. from campus
153/month heat & hot water
included 827-6818 667-6256
ENGNEERING MAJORS-INVENTORS-Do-lt Your-Self Patent
Drafting booklet. A must to obtain
your own patent. $7.00 DraftingBox 24-Hollis, N.H. 03049.
TICKETS wanted to see
Garth Brooks. Will pay top S. Call
x7205. Any info about getting
tickets greatly appreciated.
apartments
ORONO furnished 1 bedroom plus
storage Main Rd, $300/mo plus heat.
Sec/Dep. References. Call 866-5518.
ORONO. WASHBURN PLACE.
$660/Mo. AVAILABLE JANUARY 1,
1993. W/D hookup. Luxury 2 BR
Townhome. Incl. heat, water,
sewer. No Pets. Sec. Dep. One year
lease. Close to campus.
Call 945-6955.
STILLWATER-5 BR 2 bath
townhouse, heat, water, R, sewer
included $800/mo. For details &
application call Jane, PI Realty
Management 942-4815.
EAST CORINTH, spacious, clean, 2
bedroom apartment. Main Road,
$325 + heat. Security. 989-4068
.mili..

or sale
i............
For Sale: one 3-speed 11" fan.
Never used, still in original box Call
Mike Gallagher at 581-6871.
Beautiful Old Town Ranch. Don't
miss out on this one! Located in
one of Old Town's finest neighborhoods, this lovely ranch has moder i kitchen, dining area, living
room with fireplace, three bedrooms, large two car garage,
finished basement with playroom +
extra bedroom-plus-in-ground
pool. Low, low heat costs + low
taxes. Priced at $89,900. J.F.
Singleton-942-8261, eves. Elmer
Saltzman-945-5059

,
10
.
lost ci und

FOUND: Silver key Fri 9/11 in the
North Bangor Lounge of the
Union. Call x8620.
FOUND: Key ring with 9-10 keys
Found in first floor men's bathroom of Alumni Hall. Cali x1545.
FOUND: Brass pendant in the
shape of the sun. Found outside
the library 9/20. Call x6829.
LOST: Gray wallet V 7 outside of
Jenness Hall. Anyone info please
contact Yn Xiong in RM 200 Jenness
LOST: Maroon Georgio Armani glass
case possibly in Shibles. Call x8462.
FOUND: Mens Timex watch on
soccer field after womens game on
Sun. To claim call x1048

